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Ensuring Quality Of Life 
With Good Vision
"Eyesight is the lantern 

that guides our steps on 

the path of a rich and 

vibrant life.“

- Care Netram

Good Vision | Good Life 



Community Impact in Numbers
Key Highlights of July 2023

Areas of Operation: Odisha, Jharkhand and West Bengal

11000+
Free Eye Screenings 

Conducted 

2900+
Rural School Student's Eyes 

Screened

250+
Cataract Surgeries Sponsored 

4100+
Spectacles Dispensed In 

200 Community

100+ 
Good Vision Technicians And 

Optometrists Associated 
With Us

95+
Vision Supporting Glasses 

Dispensed To Needy School 
Children



Enabling Each Child To See The 
World In All Its Vivid Colours

We ensure that young eyes are given the care they deserve. 

We at Care Netram believe that by nurturing their eyesight, we are nurturing their potential,

ensuring that their dreams and aspirations are crystal clear from the very start.

Eye Screening Camp Conducted At Cuttack, Odisha 

Beneficiary Name: Smruti Ranjan Sahoo
Age: 12 Years
Location: Sukarpada School, Cuttack, Odisha 

Smruti Ranjan Sahoo struggled with poor vision due to financial constraints. A free eye test by Care

Netram at Sukarpada School revealed his need for glasses. Now, with the provided glasses, he's

excelling in his studies and immensely grateful.



Guiding The Way To 
A Brighter Future

Our commitment to children's eye health shines through in 
every screening conducted.

Beneficiary Name: Sultan Begum
Age: 8 Years 
Location: Khelaghara School, Khordha, Odisha

In Khelaghara School, Khordha district in Odisha, Sultan Begum of 8 years had been facing distance

vision issues but couldn't afford hospital visits. Care Netram provided free glasses for improved

distance vision, making everything clear. The student is now delighted and thankful to Care Netram's

team.



Revitalizing Productivity: 
The Power of Clear Eyesight

Aftab Aalm, a tailor from Ranchi, gets back into sewing with his 
long lost clear eyesight.

Aftab Aalm, a 27-year-old tailor from Badhgaay (Ranchi), Jharkhand, had trouble seeing things up

close. After attending our eye camp, he received nearsighted glasses. Wearing these glasses, he could

finally see his sewing work clearly. Aftab's happiness was evident as he proudly showcased his work to

family members. He expressed deep gratitude to Care Netram for this positive change.

"Thank you Care Netram, I am back to sewing and showcase my handwork with Good
Vision Glasses." - Aftab Aalm



Welcoming Volunteers All The 
Way From London

Meet Adiveer and Seher, who travelled all the way from London 
to volunteer at Care Netram Eye Camps. 

During their time with us, they immersed themselves in the heart of our rural eye camp activities,

touching lives and creating lasting memories.



Stories From Rural India
Restoring Vision | Restoring Smiles 

Our Beneficiary: Shayam Bai of 60 years 

Location: Roop Nagar Village, Jharkhand 

Amidst the rural village in Jharkhand, our beneficiary Shayam Bai of 60 years leads a humble life. She

spends everyday studying the Bhagwat Geeta and doing the daily chores looking after her small family.

However, with age her eyesight too became weak. Getting an eye check up is not an option for

Shayam Bai due to unavailability and un affordability.

Thankfully, our Care Netram team conducted a mobile eye care service in her village. Shyam Bai seized

the opportunity and had her eyes tested. With Good Vision Glasses, a world of transformation

unfolded and her smiles RESTORED.

Shyam Bai's newfound visionary capability to assist her daughter-in-law with household chores and

her passion of reading holy books brought a renewed sense of purpose and joy to her life.

"Thank you so much Care Netram, I am so happy to see things clearly. The words of the
books seem clear now." - Shayam Bai



Stories From Rural India
Restoring Vision | Restoring Smiles 

Our Beneficiary: Fakir Chandra Patel of 72 years 

Location: Sundargarh, Jharkhand

In the small village of Jharkhand, we came across our beneficiary Fakir Chandra Patel who walks for

miles for daily wage-earning. As he saw our mobile vision van, he walked in for an eye checkup for

the very first time.

"The roads have always been blurry, I just manage to walk by" said Fakir Chandra Patel. Glad to be of

help, our team at Care Netram offering him an eye checkup and provided with with powered eye

wears.

On wearing the glasses for the first time, Fakir Chandra Patel returned a SMILE. He said

" I never thought I could see clearly again, thank you Care Netram. Now I don't need
anyone else's support".



Happy Customers From Our 
Permanent Vision Care Centres

Customer Name: Muktar Ansar, 15 Years Old Student

I'm Muktar Ansar, 15 years old student. I couldn't see the alphabets 

on the blackboard properly. After the eye test, I got glasses for 

distance vision. I got two pairs - one for me and one for my sister. 

Your service made me really happy

“

- Muktar Ansar’’



Happy Customers From Our 
Permanent Vision Care Centres

Customer Names: Priyanka senapati and Priyanshu senapati

As two sisters accustomed to spending countless hours in front of screens, we extended our eye

screening services to them. At Care Netram, our dedicated staff not only conducted screenings but

also provided them with valuable insights to safeguard their eyesight from digital strain and related

concerns. They were very happy with our friendly service.



Good Vision | Good Life 

Clearing the Way for a Brighter Tomorrow

#HelpingIndiaSEEBetter


